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ABOUT COMPANY 
 
 
Agri Irrigation Tanzania limited is a key regional player in agricultural irrigation 

systems, supply and installations, drip fitting, green/Screen  houses, Water 

reservoir constructions and liner installations, fish farming, bee keeping and 

other agricultural consultancy and development Agri irrigation is also an 

independent pan African and multi Discipline Company founded in 2019 in 

Arusha, Tanzania. 
 
Within short time the company has gain long term trust with its customer in 

Tanzania. Our aim is to deliver unparalleled customer service through building 

strong, long-lasting relationships with our clients and breakthrough innovation. 

By drawing upon our experience in consulting, we focus on delivering optimal 

solutions in the least time possible, through collaboration, knowledge sharing 

and improved efficiency. 

 
OUR MISSION  

Our mission is to help every of our clients to make significant and 

sustainably performance improvements that transform the firm’s growth 

so that it attracts, develops, excites, and retains exceptional people. 

 
 
 

OUR VISION  
Simply we want to be a Clear Choice of professional services firm for 

any customer that needs sustainable growth 

 
COMPANY’S PHILOSOPHY  

Our business philosophy is to create and nurture positive customer and seller 

relationship where we are all better as a result of having one another in each 

other’s lives. The pragmatic application of this philosophy ensure that there is 

a constant flow of respect for time, care for each other’s well-being and 

support for our mutual success in the form of providing instructions, 

knowledge and resources necessary to get the job done to the best of 

everyone’s ability. 
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OUR VALUES  
 
 
 
 
 

FAST DELIVERY 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EXCELLENCE TEAMWORK 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
OUR TEAM 

 
We are committed to professionalism and business excellence through the use 

of qualified consultants who have demonstrated very high skill and experience 

in their field of expertise and integrity in the performance of their work. Our 

consultants have an established reputation for their high level of expertise, 

professionalism and commitment to service delivery. 

 
 
Dismass Moshi 

Lilian Isaack 

George Isaya 

Bruno Richard  

 
 
Managing Director 
 
Procurement Officer 
 
Water, Irrigation Project Manager 
 
Accountant 
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OUR GROWTH STRATEGY 

 
The utilization of accumulated expertise, know-how and the dynamics of its 

partnerships, will allow the company to positively respond to the challenges of 

our times and provide expert, state of the art solutions that lead straight to 

the point of its customer needs. 

 
 
 

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS 
Being a multi-disciplinary consultant supplier of Agricultural Irrigation materials, 

installation, the Company offers a wide range of Agricultural support materials and 

Project Management services. We focus on various aspects of Agricultural projects 

Infrastructure planning and development namely:  

 

1. Water Management, Irrigation and Drainage Engineering and 

Material Supply: 

The Company has over the years handled a number irrigation projects in a 

number of regions. With years of expertise in the field of Drip Irrigation the 

Company offers tailor made solution to a wide array of irrigation needs by 

using technologies that give precise water coverage, even with low volumes 

of water. We offer water treatment, filtration, pumping equipment and high 

quality durable pipes to help secure your water supply. The Company guides 

and implements all irrigation and water supply projects, whether it is for 

irrigation, potable water for towns and communities, municipal services, or 

pumping and control systems, as well as removal and treatment of waste 

water. The Company deals in well-known and trusted brands throughout the 

world with vast range of innovative irrigation methods that fit the growing 

needs of water saving and modern products for agriculture and gardening. 

We install and maintain drip lines, sprinklers (micro-sprinklers, micro-jets, 

rain guns) and center pivot, and offer irrigation solutions used for various 
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crops such as fruits, vegetables, flowers and trees, combining the advantage of 

low water volume and precision coverage. 

 

2. Dam liner installation 
Dam Liner is the kind of HDPE geomembrane liner which is the cost effective 

solution to prevent water leakage when you build irrigation pond for crops, support 

aquaculture or provide water for livestock. The thickness of farm dam liners should 

be determined according to the bearing water pressure.  

We supply and installing liner 1.5mm, 1mm and 0.5mm.  
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4. Agronomy consultancy 
    We offer agricultural consulting services including collects data and consults with 
farmers optimize soil fertility, the best choice of seeds, identify and control pests 
and deceases and help them grow better crops so as to create a modern and 
competitive business on the market and to obtain additional profit and reduce costs 
in crops production. 

 
 

 
5. Fish farming projects 
 
We supply fish fingerlings,fish pellets water testing and building fish ponds cages. 
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    6. Bee keeping projects 

 
Supplying beehives, beehive tools and beekeeping training. 
 

   
 

 
 
 
    7. Greenhouse Installation 
      
     The company sells and installs greenhouses, polythene sheets, insect nets and 
greenhouse profiles. We design affordable greenhouse structures for small, medium and large 
scale farmers. Our reputation is built on structures of uncompromising quality and the best 
customer service in the industry. Our greenhouse is of high quality greenhouses which maximize 
crop production and optimize profits. Our broad range of products uses cutting edge technology 
in heating and cooling to plant movement and automation in our design. Our energy efficient 
greenhouses will use coverings and ventilation methods to give you the most economical growing 
environment in the industry. 
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VENDOR/ SUPPLIER INFORMATION 

 
 
Company name: 

 
 
Agri Irrigation Tanzania LTD 

 
Address: 

 
961 ARUSHA 

 
Location: 

 
NSSF Kaloleni, floor No.5

 
Email 

address: 

 
info@agriirrigation.co.tz 

 
Account 

number: 

 
TZS 015C522532400

 
Bank: 

 
CRDB BANK 

 
Account 

name: 

 
AGRI Irrigation Tanzania LTD

mailto:info@agriirrigation.co.tz
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THE COMPANY’S NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
Considering that the company was only established last year (2019), we take pride 

in our achievements by managing to secure some of the most reputable companies 

in the region such as Meru Animal Welfare Organization, Tanzania Horticultural 

Association (TAHA), World Vision Tanzania, USAID Mboga na Matunda, 

Kilimanjaro Plantations LTD, AVRDC World VEG, Maua Mazuri Tissue Culture 

Production LTD, National Irrigation Commisson (NIRC), MEGA beverages, Nyanza 

Mining, Uvinza Mining, Mkulanzi Dakawa etc.  

 
 
 
COMPANY EXPERIENCE ON SUPPLY OF VARIOUS WATER SYSTEM MATERIALS 

PROJECT 1 

Assignment name: Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and installation of irrigation fittings- 160,449,800.00 

LOCATION Client/Institution 

Bwigire Dodoma Mega Beverages Lts 

Contact person :Mr Lyimo 

info@megabeverages.co.tz 

Satisfactory/Good condition 

  

PROJECT 2 

Assignment name Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and installation of HDPE Liner 1.5mm 79,740,000.00 

LOCATION Client/Institution 

Uvinza Kigoma Nyanza Mines 

Contact person: Mr Mukesh 

gmnml@nyanzamines.co.tz 

Satisfactory/Good condition 

 
PROJECT 3 

Assignment name: Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and installation of Dripline 51,220,000 

LOCATION Client/Institution 

MOSHI-KILIMANJARO ELCT Northern Diocese 

Contact person:Mr Praygod Mushi 
0689122470 

Satisfactory 

 

PROJECT 4 

Assignment Name: Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and Installation of Dripline 460,000,000 

LOCATION: Client/Institution 

Chinangali Dodoma National Irrigation Commission 

Contact person: 

 

Satisfactory 
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PROJECT 5 

assignment Name: Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and Installation of Dripline and Liner 12,000,000 

LOCATION: Client 

Arusha-Nduruma Farmer 

Contact person:Mr Robert Gerald 
0657880944 

Satisfactory 

 

PROJECT 6 

assignment Name: Value of the contract in TZS 

Supply and Installation Liner and shade net 13,548,000/= 

LOCATION: INSTITUTION 

Arusha-OLJORO ARUSHA SCIENCE  

Contact person: Prof. Nuhu Hatibu  

0762315958 

Satisfactory 

 

 

 

 


